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Sunday's winter weather forced many drivers to slow down on the roads because of slippery, slushy conditions. Winona
has seen a shortage of snowy weather this year. The snow may not stick around very long as temperatures are projected
to reach the low-50's by Friday.
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Switchfoot backs out, UPAC scrambles for new band
Tony Borreson
WINONAN
The rock band Switchfoot rejected the University
Programming and Activities
Committee bid for the spring
concert on Monday, Feb. 27.
Student union director Joe
Reed said he couldn't give a
definite number for the bid
because it involved too many
variables.
"We were really caught offguard," said Reed. "We had all
our ducks in a row."
Reed said he had negotiated contracts with the band's
agency and was almost certain
the band would play the convg 4 SC„,4
itr'
zit,4 ‘
4 ko. ett:
cert, scheduled for April 22.
Album cover found at http://www.dashboard
Reed said he was told by
confessional.com/index.cfm/action/music./index.html the band's management that
UPAC is now veering toward Dashboard Confessional, Cake, a university in St. Louis, Mo.,
Bowling for Soup or Train to headline the spring concert.
placed a higher bid.

ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY:
VISIT OUR OPEN HOUSE AND
DISCOVER WHAT A GLOBAL
MEDICAL EDUCATION CAN DO
FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.
MEDICAL SCHOOL AND VETERINARY SCHOOL
OPEN HOUSE PRESENTATION
La Crosse, WI
March 23, 2006
Radisson Hotet La Crosse
Time 6:30 — 800 pm

CALL OR REGISTER ONLINE
1 (800) 899-6337 EXT 280 WWW.SGUIDLI/OPENHOUSE

St. George's University
THINK BEYOND

(:,) 2006 St, George's University
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Grenada and St. Vincent, West Indies

Reed said "it's time to move
on" and explore other options.
"We're sort of scrambling
here," said Kristin Schumacher, assistant student union
director.
By this time of year, Reed
said he has most of the concert
details finalized. In fact, Reed
said he likes to have the show
set up by the holiday break.
Schumacher and Reed have
already begun looking into other possibilities for this year's
concert.
"We have to start from
scratch," said Reed.
This year's concert may be
different from shows in years
past.
"There is a great possibility
that we would have to throw
in a comedian with the bands,"
Schumacher said.
Reed said, "I have never

been a big fan of a comedian
opening up for a concert."
Reed said he and UPAC have
compiled a list of bands to invite, such as Bowling for Soup,
Cake, Train and Dashboard
Confessional.
Booking them will be difficult, he said, because of the
short notice.
Comedians under consideration include Christian
Finnegan of VH1's "Best Week
Ever" and "Chappelle's Show,"
Tim Young from Comedy Central's "Premium Blend" and
Owen Smith, also from "Premium Blend."
Reach
Tony
at
AJBorres6928@winona.edu

Awareness week brings the skinny on big problem
venting extreme cases from happening
to people close to them.
Natalie Jones, SHAPE president,
said the event's purpose was "to raise
awareness and declare ourselves free
from weight-obsessed world."
Jones, who has struggled with an eating disorder since she was in fifth grade,

body changes during puberty.
Jones said that as she noticed weight
gain on her waist and hips in the fourth
grade, she thought she was getting fat
and began restricting food and compulsive exercising
She began doing 20 sit-ups every
night, and eventually progressed to do-

I used to think that if I had any fat on my waist,
boys wouldn't want to dance with me.
Natalie Jones
President
Spreading Health Awarness through Peer Education

said that she feels eating disorders are a
problem on college campuses in general, and not something that is exclusive
to the Winona State campus.
"[Back then] I didn't know what I
was doing was wrong. I didn't even
know what an eating disorder was,"
said Jones, who attributes her eating
disorder to a lack of education about

ing 2,000. "If I missed one night because I was too tired or something, I
would do double the next," said Jones.
"I used to think that if she had any fat
on waist, boys wouldn't want to dance
with me [at the junior high

See AWARE, Page 6
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A Winona State student takes a big swing at a scale during National
Eating Disorders Awareness Week's scale bashing event last Monday.

Kelly Mullins
WINONAN
Eating disorder awareness was a
heavy issue on the Winona State University campus last week.
The campaign for awareness week,
"Be comfortable in your- genes," was
sponsored by the Spreading Health
Awareness through Peer Education
club, better known as SHAPE, and students working on a group project from
a persuasive communication class in
collaboration with the National Eating
Disorders Association.
Winona State awareness events pro-

• Educational Administration, Higher Education Faculty & Leadership
•• Visionary business leaders
• • Anyone who seeks to guide societal transformation

New WINONA COHORT forming in MAY 2006
moting National Eating Disorders Awareness Week. Events
included scale bashing, round
table discussions, quilting and
movie night.
Awareness week is "all about
feeling good about yourself,"
said Megan Wiebers, a senior
communication studies major
currently involved in the persuasive communication class.
Wiebers said that educating
people about eating disorders
is important so people can be
aware of the health risks and
danger signals, therefore pre-

Attend an upcoming information session at the Toner Center, Winona campus:
THURSDAY, MARCH 16, anytime from 3-6:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, anytime from 3-6:30 p.m.
For more information and to RSVP, please contact associate program director
Nelson Updaw by calling toll-free

1 866 437 2788 ext. 191, by e-mail
-

-

-

nupdaw@smumn.edu or visit us online at www.smumn.edu
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41
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School of Graduate & Professional
Programs
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Winona State professor runns for Minnesota senate
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
Kelly Herold, Winona State University communication studies professor,
said he is a voice for the underdog in the
run for senator.
Herold said his experiences in farming, educating and dealing with a dis,

to the table all the
time."
In college, Herold
worked jobs in landscaping, bartending
and maintenance.
He also worked with
people who had disabilities and says

We shouldn't be running against
people. We should be running
with our ideas.
Kelly Herold
Winona State Communication Studies Professor

he continues to be a
strong advocate for
the disabled.
Herold admitted
that he struggled with
partying too much
during his college
years. "I wasn't a
very good college
student," he said.
Maggie BambenekJWINONAN
Despite his party- Communication studies professor Kelly Herold wants to push for tuition reimbursement and
ing, Herold says he give a stronger voice to disabled persons if elected as a state senator.
was the first member
and Louisiana. His first teaching job portion of their tuition each year.
"I think it'd be a win-win," Herold
of his fam- was in Charleston, S.C.
Herold and his wife, Karen Johnson, said. "We'd get more of you to graduily to earn a
four-year de- returned to the Midwest after he was ate, some relief on tuition and we save
gree and even hired at St. Olaf's College in Northfield, money in the long run."
Herold also supports more conservareceived an Minn. In 1996, Herold began his career
at
Winona
State.
He
said
he
wanted
be
tive
tuition policies. A rise in tuition
Alumni of the
closer
to
his
wife
who
was
working
in
should
reflect inflation trends and nothYear award
La
Crosse,
Wis.,
at
the
time.
ing
more,
he said.
from DickinAs
an
educator
for
16
years,
Herold
Besides
supporting college students
son State Unisays
that
he
is
campaigning
for
college
who
struggle
to meet the cost of educaversity.
students.
Education,
particularly
higher
tion,
Herold
said
he will reach out to the
After gradueducation,
is
the
No.
1
priority
in
his
disabled.
Herold
said this stems from
ating, Herold
campaign.
his
personal
experiences
with having a
moved around
"You
have
an
intellectual
power
that
disability.
the country to
Herold recalled that it took him a long
complete his you didn't have when you were 18," he
said.
"And
that's
what
education
is
all
time
to tie his shoes and button his shirt
doctorate deabout."
as
a
kid.
gree, spending
If elected, he would like to implement
"My right hand just doesn't work as
time in Coloan
incentive
reimbursement
program
for
well,"
he said.
rado, Iowa,
tuition;
students
would
get
reimbursed
a
Herold
said disability issues have
Mississippi
been ignored for too long. Although he doesn't want sympathy for the disabled, he wants to
CONSIDER ADOPTION
see action.
Loving SE Minn. family
April 4, 5:
Herold said he was inspired to
hoping
to
adopt
an
infant
run
for office by former North
0 Gild.
areer Service.
Dakota
Rep. Clarence Martin,
www.mariatony.homestead.corn
rns, Kryzsko COITIITIOnS
a friend of Herold's father and

ability have influenced his decision to
pursue a political career. He wants to
represent those he thinks are important
and underrepresented.
Growing up on a farm in rural North
Dakota, Herold, 44, spent most of his
time with his sleeves rolled up shoveling manure, feeding animals and riding
tractors. A work ethic was instilled in
him from an early age, he said, and effects everything he does.
"Hard work is refreshing; it feels
good," Herold said. "So I bring that

h 29, or until sold out

We welcome open adoption

See HEROLD, Page 7
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Don't feel blue, campus has seen fewer cases of the flu
Stress is the leading
cause of illnesses
around campus
Jessica Myers
WINONAN
Along with winter weather
often comes illness and Winona State University Health
Services has seen an increase
in students with upper respiratory infections in the past few
weeks.
The director of Health Services, Diane Palm, said that
most students suffer from upper respiratory illnesses such
as bronchitis, strep throat and
sinus infections because early
symptoms go untreated.
"Students are aware of how
to take care of themselves,"
said Palm. "However, when
they are sick for a week and
a half to two weeks, then they
start coming in."
Palm said she was surprised
that so few students have come
to health services with flu
symptoms.
Because the demand for flu
shots was so high elsewhere,
Winona State did not receive
a supply this year, said Palm.
She said she expected more
students would have the flu,
but she was wrong.
Health educator Ruth Schroeder said germs spread easier
during the winter, months because people spend more time
inside. Schroeder said people
are more prone to illness as a
result.
"People don't get colds from
the cold weather," Schroeder
said.
Palm said to avoid illnesses
it's important for students to
eat healthy, get enough sleep
and wash their hands.often.
"A lot of hand washing is
important because the person
ahead of you in class could be
coughing and sneezing all over
the desk, or touching the door
handle and then you touch the

desk or door handle and touch your
mouth," Palm said.
Health Services
also gives away
small bottles of
anti-bacterial hand
sanitizers, Schroeder said.
Schroeder
said
sleep is important
because it keeps
the immune system strong, allows
the body to recover
from a full day of
activities and also
gathers energy.
"When we are
not getting enough
sleep, our bodies tell
Photo Illustration by Nicole Feest / WINONAN
us by getting sick," Winona State's health director Diane Palm said there has been an increase in upper respiratory illSchroeder said.
nesses going around campus including bronchitis, strep throat and sinus infections.
Stress can also
weaken the immune
9700 France Ave. South Bloomington, Minnesota 55431
system, said Schroeder.
"The biggest reason why
students get sick is because
they are stressed, so their immune systems are compromised," Schroeder said.
A positive attitude and time
management can keep stress
levels down, which will also
help keep immune systems
strong, according to Schroeder.
She said a well balanced life
can help as well.
REGISTER ONLINE!
"Having time to relax, go on
Course schedule at
walks outside and have fun as
well as having time to sleep
www.normandale.edu
enough, eat right, go to class
and do your work," Schroeder
said.
Palm Said although the average number of students visiting health services during the
This is your communi
last few weeks has increased,
this is your college.
the overall number of students
visiting overall is similar to
past years.
MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES SYSTEM

KTRA CREDITS

THIS SUMMER.

Jessica
at
Reach
JRMyers9324@winona.edu

Normandale Community College is conveniently located in Bloomington, MN,
just minutes from the Mpls.-St. Paul international Airport and Mall of America
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AWARE
dances]. "They wouldn't want to put their hands on
something that was fat," said Jones.
"Now I think 'Where did I ever get the idea that
I couldn't have any fat on my waist?" she said in
retrospect.
Cindy Killion may have the answer.
A professor in the departments of mass communication and women and gender studies, Killion said that
only 3% of women fit the "ideal" body type as seen in
the media. "It's an illusion created to sell products,"
she said.
Though the media pretends there is no impact, research has proven that the impact is significant, said
Killion, who supports any activity that promotes
a change in perspective towards media-influenced
body-type standards.
People need to be aware that photos in the media
are manipulated through airbrushing techniques, she
said.
The ideals of women seen in the media "affect more
than just women," said Killion. "Men who see these
images then put these expectations on women. It's
detrimental to everyone involved."
Another Winona State student, who wished to remain anonymous, agrees but acknowledges that me-

M
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dia perspective is not the only source of pressure for
"ideal weight."
The student, who now runs for Winona State's track
and cross country teams, admits her eating disorder
was a gradual process. "I wanted to be smaller to run
faster," she said.
She said she didn't have her menstrual cycle for
almost two years due to her body weight, which the
summer before her senior year in high school was just
shy of 80.pounds. Her doctor told her that if she didn't
gain weight soon, she wouldn't be able to have children.
"That really scared me," she said.
She also said that in high school she would run
both before and after track practice, and eventually
eliminated all fat from her diet. She said that her body
weight dropped so low her parents threatened not to
let her attend college and her track coach didn't want
to let her run.
At one point she said that a friend asked her, "Why
don't you eat cookies anymore?" She snapped back,
"Why would I eat a cookie when I can eat a whole bag
of carrots for the same amount of calories?!"
She says she currently weigs 140 lbs and has recovered from her addiction.
"I still eat
healthy and
work out, but
there's a balance. I eat cookies, chips, ice
cream, things
like that, but in

,

MAW9f.t.
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Continued from Page 3
moderation. It's all about balance."
She said having a past eating disorder is difficult
because she sees friends going through what she did,
though they don't see it.
"Since I've recovered, they think I don't know what
they're going through," she said.
Ruth Schroeder, health services educator, recommended that those concerned about a friend or loved
one should confront them on a friendly level and make
"I've noticed..." or "I've observed..." statements followed by "I'm concerned" statements.
Schroeder emphasized making a caring statement
and being specific, saying something such as "I've
been with you all day and I haven't seen you eat hardly anything."
"Encourage them to talk to someone, even offer
to go with [them]," she said. Schroeder stressed that
friends should not make a diagnosis or accuse someone of an eating disorder.
"It's not about that," she said.
Schroeder also encouraged students to seek guidance at the Winona State Counseling Center.
Eunie Alsaker, a counselor at the Counseling Center, said that students come to the counseling center
with concerns about eating,
"They will talk with a counselor about their concerns and then recommendations are made. [Students]
are always welcome. They don't have to come in on a
certain day or week." she said.
Alsaker said that eating disorder awareness week is
"important because it gets people talking and focuses
on healthy eating habits and body image."

StarArti
Winona State students are revving up and packing the sunscreen for spring break, which starts
March 12. Here's same of wh t your fellow students are doin

nnessa Schwartz, a
senior business administration major, will be going
to Mississippi to attend a
farewell ceremony for her
brother, who is going to
Iraq in the Army.

Joe Carl, a senior advertising major, said he
wasn't sure, but might go
to Florida, where he would
go to Daytona to chill out
and Miami to look at a
portfolio school.

And let's not
forget about
the faithful
editors at the
Winonan:

HEROLD
Herold's personal hero.
Martin helped Herold get his foot in the door
with politics. Herold worked an internship at the
North Dakota state capitol, where he got to sit in
on legislative debate.
"I loved it," he said. "I teach debate and argument and that's what I got to do all day was watch
people debate."
Last August, when Herold was considering a career in politics, a conversation with his father, John
Herold, pushed him into the decision.
"Dad said 'Just think about what Clarence did.
You only live once. This may be one of the only
opportunities you'll ever have," Herold said.
Herold is seeking endorsement from the Democratic Party. At the end of March the decision will
be made between him and Sharon Erickson Ropes.
Ropes ran in the last election and lost.
Herold's biggest challenge is to convince those
who supported Ropes to put aside past attachments
and view each candidate at face value..
Herold said that he better represents Democratic

Elizabeth Iacono, a
sophomore biology major,
is planning on going dancing at Spin Night Club in
Minneapolis. She is also
getting a tattoo of a lily her
mom drew on her back.

Kate Weber,
editor in chief of
the Winonan, will
be heading to
Philadelphia to a
CNBAM conference to learn
about newspaper
strategies on
business and
advertising.

Stephanie Jarnagin,
a sophomore biology
major, said she is going
shopping at the Mall of
America and getting a
massage at Aveda Salon
in the Twin Cities.

Tim Moen, a junior criminal justice major, plans
on working extra hours at
Kwik Trip, He said he plans
to stay out of trouble and
will spend his spring break
sober unlike most people.

Amber Dulek, conews editor and
page designer,
will be flying to
Seattle and then
driving along the
coast, making
stops at several
hot springs in Oregon, Washington
and California.

Scott Swanson,
sports editor for
the Winonan,
will be driving to
!;•Tijuana, Mexico,
and all over California with five fellow hooligans. His
stops will include
World Baseball
Classic and a
Lakers game.

Continued from Page 4
Party ideals as a farmer and laborer.
He described his energy level as "super high."
Four cups of coffee sat on his desk and another one
on the windowsill.
Herold has hit the campaign trail already by
bringing his ideas door-to-door, sometimes bringing his 2-year-old daughter, Elma, with him. His
network of supporters ranges from college students
to lawyers and doctors.
Herold says there is one problem with the politicians of today; the goal of election or re-election
overpowers the real issues.
"We shouldn't be running against people, he
said. "We should be running with our ideas."
Herold's ideas for the underdog will be tested at
the end of the month at the endorsement convention, but he is confident that the underdog will win
this time.
"I have to give the best speech of my life on
March 26, and I will," Herold said.
Reach Elena at ERGrimm2702@winona.edu

Allie Hering, a sophomore education major,
plans on going home
in Lake Wissota, Minn.,
to celebrate her 20th
birthday with her family
and friends.

The next issue of the WINONAN
will be Wednesday, March 29!
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Winona's Favorite Place for
Hot & Cold Sandwiches on Freshly Baked Bread
Delicious Soups & Desserts

IB
uyany sandwich & a bowl —
Buy
1
of soup at regular price and
get one sandwich

40-

Any 2 Sandwiches 1:

II
$6.99 14
14 Valid Sunda y, Monday I
I . 1 and Tuesday ONLY. .
TI
619 1-luff Street - Winona
619 Huff Street - Winona

FREE

of equal or lesser value

Not valid with arty other offer or with Daily Special.
Expires 3-14-06

Not valid with any other offer or with Daily Special.
Expires 3-14-06
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Knife stigma still strong after 9-11

Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

,
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This morning during class,
And where did this foolish
we had an equipment malfunc- concept of knives as weapons
tion with a projector cable. One come into being? Knives may
of the prongs on the male end be used as weapons, but so can
was bent and jammed and we baseball bats. According to the
couldn't get it to fit the port. FBI's Uniform Crime Report
My professor asked something for 2004, knives or other cutalong the lines of "I don't sup- ting instruments were used in
pose anyone in this post-9/11 15.5% of violent crimes. Bare
world has a pocketknife?" Re, hands or other personal weapwind. Why on earth have knives ons were used almost twice as
suddenly become anathema?
often, 30.7% of the time.
On September 11, 2001,
The most commonly used
nineteen terrorists armed with knife in a crime? A kitchen
box cutters hijacked four air- knife. Funny how nobody's
liners. That's what changed. bothered legislating against
It caused a hysterical reaction those. Oh wait, they have! Acto many things, knives among cording to the BBC, there's curthem.
rently a massive fury over the
Why is this hysterical? Let's fact that a teenager can walk
look at it logically. Why did the into a store and buy a kitchen
terrorists use box cutters? Be- knife—as if he couldn't just
cause they couldn't bring in a walk into his parents' kitchen
more effective weapon past air- and take one.
port security, that's why. What
Knives are made to be tools.
does this tell us? It tells us that They are fundamental elements
if we somehow manage to en- of society. When mankind first
sure that knives, like guns, can- became civilized, one of the
not be carried onto a plane, that first tools developed was the
the next terrorist will find an- knife. The basis of all modern
other field expedient item and production techniques is some
use it as a weapon. Banning . instrument which can cut raw
carry-on guns didn't stop 9/11; material. Factories of all kinds
I doubt banning knives would rely on cutting instruments. Evstop another one.
ery manufactured item you use

was created in part by
knife with a blade longer than
a cutting tool. Knives are the three inches. Most people, even
first, most basic and most nec- those who do carry knives on
essary of tools.
campus, are not aware of this.
Even people who are horriWhat is the justification for
fied at the sight of a Swiss Army making knives larger than three
knife use knives at least once a inches unlawful? Do knives a
week. Scissors, my friends, are sixteenth of an inch over three
two knives joined together with inches suddenly become deadly
blades that are ground at a less weapons, and those a sixteenth
acute angle than single blade of an inch under are not? A lawknives. And how do you cut abiding student with a knife
your steak? Knives. When you who doesn't know the rule is in
get that wonderful slip in your just as much trouble under the
mailbox that means that some- rule as a routine troublemaker
one loves you and a package is who carries a knife as a weapwaiting, how do you open it?
on. Neither is likely to know
I see a lot of people ripping about the length limit anyway.
and tearing at taped packages
If this trend of legislating and
with car keys, opened pairs of morally stigmatizing knives
scissors, their bare hands, and continues, pretty soon I'll be
even their teeth. One student the only one on campus with
was very grateful that I hap- a knife. And I assure you that
pened to have a pocketknife while you're struggling to cut a
which easily opened his pack- tough steak with safety scissors
age. As opposed to... chewing and gnawing open boxes with
it open? It would seem knives your teeth, I will most certainly
are a very civilized and efficient not allow you to borrow my
way to do this sort of thing.
knife. Get your own.
Brandishing knives is a
matter of freedom. Who is the
Reach
Samuel
at
government to declare arbi- SKeaneRu4088@winona.edu
trary laws about such things?
Here at Winona State University, you cannot have a pocket

UPAC needs student support to thrive

Kate Weber
Editor in Chief
The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
tudent body. Any questions o
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.

The annual spring concert
is an event at Winona State
that nearly every student looks
forward to. This year, UPAC
is scrambling for a group to
headline the spring concert of
2006 after Switchfoot backed
out at the last minute—simply

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

because of monetary reasons.
They could get more money
from another campus the same
scheduled weekend. Period.
This is an obvious example
of why UPAC deserves a
larger budget. Students often
complain about the lack of
activities on campus, yet they
do not get involved in the
organization that brings these
entertainers to Winona State. If
students saw what the members of UPAC had to work
with, they might be willing to
throw a few extra dollars their
way.
UPAC's 2005-2006 budget
was a measley $70,000. To the
tight-fisted Winona student,

this may seem like a lot of
dough, but when one concert
can cost up to $40,000, the
money does not stretch far.
Local colleges' activity organizations have a much larger
budget to use on an annual
basis.
UW-La Crosse, with an
enrollment of 8,750, received
$104,000 this year. St. Cloud
State got a huge budget of
$330,000 for 14,000 students.
St. Mary's University, with a
small student population of
1,200 received $76,000.
These numbers show the
dramatic budget difference our
UPAC must compete with to
bring the desired entertainers

to our campus.
A majority of UPAC's
budget comes from the Student
Life fee paid by each student
every semester. Per semester,
a student pays only $66 for
such organizations as UPAC,
Greek Council, Winonan,
Snowboarding Club and men's
ultimate frisbee.
UPAC's budget for 20062007 was increased to
$80,000—a great step toward
a more entertaining future, but
more is still needed.
We, as a student body, need
to support the organization that
makes our weekends fun, even
if that means one less drink at
Stinger's on Thursday night.

You might be a Facebook stalker if...

Laura' Green'
Copy Editor

As the Facebook fad sweeps
through the nation's high
school and college campus
scenes, some of us more
grounded Facebook users
worry that we might soon see
a breakout of serious facebook
addictions.
Maybe you or someone you
know has an obvious Facebook
addiction. Maybe he/she is a
Facebook stalker.
I have identified some of the
common warning signs of a
Facebook addiction.

Remember, the first step to
recovery is admitting that you
have a problem.

7. You randomly search
through your friends' friends to
find more people to add.

You might be a Facebook
stalker i f .. .

6. You look up people's
screennames and add them to
your instant messenger but
never message them—just
check their away messages.
'
'1'
You spend hours of
5.
precious study time viewing
photo albums and pictures of
people you went to high school
with but haven't talked to
since.

10. You search through
a list of first names to pick
out the nipture pf thg random
person you met last night when
you were out—you don't know
their last name.
9. You look up names
you hear of or find in the
newspaper just so you can assign them a face—even though
you could care less whether
or not that person falls off the
face of the planet.
8. You are disappointed
when you click on a person's
picture only to find that you
can't access their personal information because you are not
their "Facebook friend."

You get in a fight with
6.
your significant other because
he/she doesn't want to be officially "Facebook dating" yet.
5. You throw yourself
a little Facebook party when
you reach the big marks:
50 friends, 100 friends, 200
friends.. .

through the list of groups so
that you can be sure to add
yourself to clubs such as "We
love Boy Meets World" and
"Cut the Mullet."
3. You make your first
priority to check your e-mail
in the morning, just in case
someone added you or mess
saged your Facebook account
overnight.
2. You find yourself
frustrated when you search for
someone, only to find that they
are not (yet) a Facebook addict
like yourself.
1. You feel faint or shaky
during work or class—and
other times when you don't
have access to Facebook.

ntereste in Betting
real-life experience in
'your profession before
graduating`

Join the

Winonan

staff
•as an intern!
■ Distribution
■ Advertising
■ Reporting

Have fun and build y our

resume!
Contact April Springer or
visit our website for more
information.

Reach Laura Greene at
LMGreene4525@winona.edu

4. You regularly read

•
March is G o d 's gift to the college student

Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist
This week I didn't delete
any emails. This means I've
either been able to convey my
point, (don't whine to me) or
people have tuned me out. I
love win-win scenarios...and
the entire month of March.
March is like Christmas,
a very special Christmas,
reserved only for college
students. Universities across
the nation grant their students
a week off to relax and relieve
stress. Luckily, they all do this
around the same time, allowing us to join up with our

• Irish-American Heritage
brethren. This creates mass
who go tanning; I won't go
Month
there.
international "stress relief'
• Women's History Month
programs that spur up around
If spring break wasn't
• American Red Cross
enough, there is St Patrick's
Cancun, Cozumel and other
Day; another celebration of
Month
warm cliMates with conve• National Frozen Foods
"stress relief' and being lucky.
niently low drinking ages.
Everyone's suddenly Irish
Month
Like the winter holidays,
• National Umbrella Month
and it's all good. Need to get
preparation is required. We
• National Athletic Training
gather friends and money. We festive? Add some green and
make travel plans and work on your good. Drinks? Food? Add Month
some green food coloring and
the body.
National Frozen Foods and
Ladies tan to prevent "burn- BAM!—it's a St Patrick's Day
part-ay.
Umbrella Month? Right.
ing" and to blend in with the
All in all, March is probably
Still not excited about
natives, (other students on
March?
the greatest month of colbreak). Even girls not going
lege. People are looking good,
March Madness baby! The
anywhere for Spring Break tan
NCAA basketball tournament; enjoying a week-long break,
to fit in with those who are.
watching sports tournaments,
where the players play to win
I'm OK with this.
games instead of sneaker conand celebrating random holiMeanwhile, in the other
tracts. Traveling is enforced
days. Let's all take full advangender group, guys are destage of this month to "relieve
and big egos get knocked to
perately flooding the gym in
the bench. Lasting legacies,
some stress." I know I will.
a last ditch effort to hammer
out some curls for the girls and Cinderella stories and Dick
Reach Carl at
Vitale—what more could you
chip away at the year's wellask for?
CRHunter6218@winona.edu
sculpted beer gut. It doesn't
OK, if that didn't do it for
help that much, but at least
you maybe these will:
it doesn't hurt. There's a few
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Beyond the Beach

Att S alltertainment

Students, faculty ready to have safe spring break
Lindsey Holl
WINONAN
Winona State University
students and professors have
interesting and exciting plans
for spring break and an education group has several prebreak activities planned to keep
everyone safe.
Spreading Health Awareness through Peer Education
is hosting "Safe Spring Break
Week" from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
March 6 to 9 in the Student
Union.
The activities include the
grand opening of the Maxwell
Fitness Center's new Wellness
Resource Room.
The room will have trained
health educators available, and
display health and wellness
books and pamphlets.
Students may use the Wellness Resource Room to get
information about health and
wellness for class projects.
SHAPE will hand out safe
spring break kits, that include a
water bottle, bandages, a condom, sunscreen, aloe vera and
information on how to have
a safe, yet enjoyable, spring
break.
Ruth Schroeder, health educator at Winona State Health
Services, said that excessive
drinking is the main cause for
spring break sexual assaults,
violence and accidental deaths.
She said that "hot spots"
like Mexico, Florida and California promote drinking by
having large distributors, contests and games.
Schroeder also said students think of spring break as
a beach party with binge thinking.
She suggested that stu-
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dents avoid heavy drinking
by planning day trips, such as
snorkeling, shopping or horseback riding.
These activities help students escape from the parties
and learn about the culture.

No tropics? No problem
Winona State students Allana Gacke and Kyle Bobek
have been working with the
Living Lands & Waters organi-

environmental education workshops.
Gacke said that the students
will leave on March 11 and return March 17. They will stay
on the Living Lands & Waters
houseboat.
During the trip, students
will spend seven to eight hours
each day cleaning shores along
the Ohio River.
They will also do some
sightseeing and experience

They cleaned less than two
miles of river and there was a
lot of trash and heavy lifting,
Gacke said.
Gacke said she was hesitant to sign up for the trip because she didn't know anyone
else that was going.
She didn't have the money for a Cancun vacation, and
thought this cleanup program
"sounded like a neat opportunity."
She was the last person to
sign up last year, and said she
had an amazing time.
"It's the best thing you can

Nigel Cook/AP PHOTO

Bill Manning, left, sits bundled against the wind as he watches spring breakers, from
foreground right, Amanda Grudzien, Nikki Moskwa and Mike Rochowiak, all on break from
Oakland University in Michigan, walk by, seemingly not bothered by the cooler temperatures on the beach in Daytona Beach, Fla.

zation to take Winona State students to Louisville, Ky. as part
of an alternative spring break
program.
Living Lands & Waters is
an environmental organization
that hosts river cleanups and

the Louisville night life, said
Gacke.
Last year about 12 Winona
State students went to Padukah,
Ky. to clean the Ohio and Kentucky Rivers.

do for spring break," Gacke
said. "You're not only doing
something good for yourself but
you're helping other people."
Students aren't the only
people who, will be enjoying

spring break.
Several professors also
have plans.
Richard MacDonald, Winona State music professor, said
he will spend two days in La
Crosse working on the Winona
State Faculty Jazz Quintet's latest CD.
MacDonald said the CD
project began on Aug. 21, and
the finished product will be a
combination of swing, Latin,
ballads and fusion—a mix of
jazz and rock.
According to MacDonald,
albums should be available in
the Winona State music office
on April 1.
While some students and
professors work or visit tropical climates, others prefer returning to nature.
Drake Hokanson, mass
communication professor, said
he and his wife plan to visit
Utah with another couple.
Hokanson said they want
to spend the week hiking in the
Escalante Canyon area while
staying in a houseboat on Lake
Powell.
Hokanson said he has "traveled five continents extensively
and is always looking for an excuse to go someplace."
Hokanson said he is "looking forward to getting away
from e-mail and having no cell
phone, no mail, no TV—just silent canyons."
The cost fortheLivingLands
& Waters trip will be between
$150 and $200 and interested
students may contact Gacke
at AMGacke4986@winona.
edu or Bobeck at
KRBobek1857@winona.edu .
Reach Lindsey Holl at
LAHol17636@winona.edu

Winona State celebrates Women's History Month
Will Maravelas
WINONAN
Eighty-six years ago, American women won suffrage.
The Feminist Movement
began almost 30 years ago.
Today, Winona State University students, faculty and
staff are preparing to celebrate
Women's History Month.
Women and Gender Studies professor Tamara Berg
said that the March celebration
might give students different
perspectives on gender issues,
while honoring and remembering important women and their
achievements.
"The events are a way to
let students discover," Berg
said. "We want to challenge
students, and get them to think
deeply about the issues."
Berg said the events of-

fer attendees experiences they
might not otherwise receive.
She said that March and
early April are full of activities, ranging from the studentrun Vagina Monologues—a

dialogue about violence toward
women and children—to former
vice-presidential candidate and
Native American environmental activist, Winona LaDuke.
The issues don't exist "in-

side a vacuum," Berg said,
describing their relevance in
today's society.
The activities can enrich
student's educational opportunities, she said.

Women's History Month
Events

Donna Cross reading of Pope Joan: Cross' book features historical figure Pope Joan,
a woman disguised as a man who rose to power in, the Roman Catholic Church. 7 p.m.,
March 23, Science Lab Auditorium
Winona LaDuke presents "Honor the Earth: Our Native American Legacy": 7 p.m.,
March 27, Stark Auditorium
A Recital of Compositions by Women Composers: noon, March 29, Performing Arts
Center Recital Hall

Since she came to Winona
State nine years ago, she has
seen people who want to get
involved . "after almost every
program," Berg said.
This year's Vagina Monologues raised $5,000 for the
Women's Resource Center of
Winona, which assists local
women and children.
Berg said she noticed "an
immediate interest" as students asked monologue cast
members how to participate in
issues, and what they can do to
help.
Women's History Month
can "draw students into the
bigger picture" by getting
them involved, she said.
Reach Will Maravelas at
WJMarave4836@winona.edu

LUNAFEST: National film festival explores womanhood in the 21st Century. 7
p.m.,March 31, Science Lab Auditorium. Tickets: $7

Tickets on sale for International Dinner
Tickets are $15 for adults
Students and community including pieces from Asia,
members looking for a night of Africa, South America and Eu- and $10 for students and can
be purchased at the Internaentertainment and exotic foods rope.
The dinner, featuring items tional Office from 10:00 a.m.
can now purchase tickets for the
annual International Dinner at from around the globe, will also to 3:00 p.m. daily.
Those interested can also
Winona State's Lourdes Hall, include a night of entertainApril 1 from 5:30 p.m. to 8:00 ment. There will be dances na- call 507-457-5303 or email
tive to Nepal, India, Sri Lanka internationaldinner@winona.
p.m.
Before dinner, there will be and Africa as well as an exotic edu for more information.
an artifact display in Lourdes fashion show.

Grand Opening •• Wellness Room now available
The RAES Wellness Room for class related work and for
Winona State University
celebrated the opening of the will be open Monday through self-help materials.
The room is also availRAES (Resources, Advocacy, Friday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The coordinator is Danielle able for student clubs and
Education, Support) Wellness
Room in the Fitness/Wellness Krasaway, a graduate student in organizations to use for their
Center in Maxwell Hall Mon- Winona State counselor educa- health/wellness related programs and activities; for extion program.
day, March 6.
Ten students have been ample, SHAPE (peer health
The RAES Wellness Room
hired to staff the room and as- educators), Exercise Science
is an L21 Initiative.
With L21 funds Student sist in designing, implement- Majors Club, Health and
Health Service, Counseling ing and evaluating a variety of Wellness Club, HOPE Club
Center, Fitness Center, HERS health and wellness promotion/ and others who are actively
planning to assist Winona
and Women's Studies Depart- prevention events.
This space is designed help State students in achieving
ments and students collaborated
to design and implement a stu- students access health/wellness optimal wellness.
Contact Ruth Schroeder
dent run—student driven well- related resources such as brochures,
posters,
books,
videos
at
RSchroeder@winona.edu.
ness resource room.

Worriedabour

yregnancy?

d%Birthright
can help.
For more than 30 years , Birthright
has helped thousands of students
worried about pregnancy. Our
friendly volunteers offer free pregnancy tests, answers to your questions, referrals to community services and, most important, a friend to
listen. All of our help os free and
confidential
Call anytime: 452-2421 920 W. Fifth St.
Email address:
birthrightwinona@hotrnail scorn
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Panic! At The Disco creates frenzy of fun tunes

Jamie:When to avoid the hook-up

Will Maravelas
WINONAN

So many college memories: acing (or bombing) that 4) If you're on your tenth
test, taking that first sip of beer margarerita, and everyone
(or any alcoholic beverage), looks like a Hollywood hotty,
joining clubs that you'll later don't hook up. Chances are
leave, wearing a toga and so that, the next morning, your
on. My personal favorite has Brad Pitt will be a pitbull.
to be spring break. We all want
to have a little fun, so here's 5) The object of your desire
some advice for you. These said she couldn't travel durare signs that you should not ing spring break last year due
'someone while to something about smug
hobk
on vacation. Drop the books gling popcorn forks onto an
airplane. Put your utensils
and the bags. It's break time!
down and ask for the check.
1) The one who has caught
your eye can't stop scratching 6) After a pleasant sunset on
the sand, your potential parthimself/herself. Keep lookner flexes his muscles, growls
ing.
and hollers, "Take this, Jaws!
You're goin' down, sharky!"
2) While walking along the
beach, your crush collects
While he lunges into the sea,
seashells. It's all good, but if
you rush for your passport.
the person uses "sacrificial"
and "offering" in the same
Remember, if you do desentence, run.
cide to hook up, be safe and
always use protection. If you
3) See Page 10. Avoid hookneed to rant, e-mail Jamie at
ing up with...that beachball.
Winonan@winona.edu.

your shoulders. Don't approve a single word that
we wrote."
Listeners will find more in
"Lying is the Most Fun a Girl Can
Have without Taking Her Clothes
Off": "Now I guess we're back to
us. Cameraman swing the focus.
I forgot where we left off? Let's
pick up pick up and OH."
The full effect cannot be had
with a serious ) 1(isten, but ,these
songs will still make you "Do
the Hustle" (don't) to the record
store.
It's an incredible delivery
from start to finish.
"A Fever You Can't Sweat
Out" is a tremendous collection
of written words put to music that
is catchy and extremely different.
Grab your paint bucket, throw
on a Bee Gees disc and walk down
to the store to pick up Panic! At
the Disco.
Reach Will Maravelas at
WIMarave4836@winona.edu

Album: A Fever You Can't
Start panicking, mainstream artists.
Sweat Out
There is an infectious new band that is so Rating: Acatchy, quirky and intelligent that it will excite the Album Highlight: I Write Sins Not Traglistener's senses, forcing them to get out there and edies
see "Dance to this Beat." ,
Official Site: www.panicatthedisco.com
Panic! At the Disco's debut release, "A Fever
Go see them live: March 17 at Quest Club
You Can't Sweat Out," is one of the most unique
Minneapolis.
(I hate that word) albums in recent memories.
Sure, it's rock, but it's not quite
punk, not quite emo (emotional music).
Rather, it is all those styles.
break?'
Staying in town fors
I pride myself on trying to niche
Tan for only $2.50 during t
a band for readers, but there is no category for Panic—other than just cool,
original music.
The tunes themselves are catchy,
and the musicianship is top notch.
•EffeCtilokOlrough-entire duration of WSU's
spring break (Nlarch 11-191 tan tOt only
However, it is definitely the lyrics
and vocal delivery that make this album
a must-have. Singer/guitarist Brendan
Also don't forget:
Urie's creative voice and lyric writer/
•First tan always free with this ad.
guitarist Ryan Ross have created some
-Free tan with the purchase of a haircut.
of the craftiest and entertaining rhyme
and lyric schemes in years.
See the track, "London Beckoned
Songs about Money and Machines":
"The weather is slightly sarcastic with
a good chance of A: indifference or B:
disinterest to what the critics say."
523 Huff Street Winona, MN
(507) 454-4855
Electric Beach
They continue: "Make us it, make
(Across from Sheehan Hall)
us hip, make a scene or shrug us off

$2.50!

z
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The SAFC Annual
Financial
Review packets are
now available!
In order to receive funding for next year, ALL
clubs MUST fill out a packet, sign up in the Student Senate office and attend an AFR meeting.
Meetings will be held April 3rd through April
13th.
Packets available in the Student Senate office
or online at www.winona.edu/studentsenate under Electronic documents starting March 10th.
Any questions?
Contact Student Senate Treasurer Laura Berens
Phone: 457-5309
Email: LJBerens7649@winona.edu

McClanahan's Academy Awards Special

Night of deserving actors, best picture controversy

Erik McClanahan
WINONAN
In a terrific and groundbreaking year for cinema as
art, the 78th Annual Academy
Awards was dull and unoriginal, that is until "Crash" pulled
off one of the biggest upsets in
Oscar history when presenter
Jack Nicholson announced it as
2005's Best Picture.
"Brokeback Mountain"—
having already taken home
Best Picture honors in the
Golden Globes, Independent
Spirit Awards, both New York
and Los Angeles Film Critics
Awards and numerous other
award ceremonies—was robbed
of the coveted big award as the
academy went for the underdog.
"Crash" writer/director/
producer Paul Haggis (who
wrote the script for last year's

Best Picture winner "Million
Dollar Baby") took home two
awards as producer and writer
(the L.A.-set racial drama won
for Best Original Screenplay)
and looked as shocked as Nicholson as he took the last award
of the night.
Apparently Oscar voters
grew tired of all the "Brokeback
Mountain" praise and decided
on something a little different.
The academy was certainly in a generous mood as they
spread the awards out among
numerous films: the big winners of the night were "Crash"
(3 wins for picture, screenplay, and editing), "Brokeback
Mountain" (3 wins for director,
adapted screenplay, and original score) "King Kong" (3 wins
for technical achievements visual effects, sound editing and
sound mixing) and "Memoirs
of a Geisha" (3 wins as well
for visual awards costume de-

Do you design?
You could wTh. a
$200 WSU Bookstore
scholarship!
SmartTown Card is a new free
rebate card exclusively for
`;::;Winona and the surrounding
communties.

We need artwork
for the card!
Size: Artwork may be
credit, card sized or larger.
Art: A. photo, drawing, digital design...anthing really'
Keep in mind that the card will be used by all Winona residents,
o the art should represent the entire Winona area, not just WSU.
The winner will be chosen by a group of local businesspeople and
will receive a szoo WSU Bookstore scholarship. Plus, the artwork
will be seen on thousands of cards throughout the community'

Deadline for submissions is Tuesday, March 28.
Please drop off submissions to Dr. Tammy SwensonLeppeis mailbox in the Communication Studies office
(PAC 215) or e-mail to kmpeters2890@winona.edu
eth
Questions?

sign, art direction and cinematography).
The acting awards
provided no surprises as
Philip Seymour Hoffman won Best Actor for
"Capote," Reese Witherspoon took home the
Best Actress statuette for
"Walk the Line," and the
supporting acting awards
went to George Clooney
(for "Syriana") and Rachel Weisz (for "The Constant Gardener").
No complaints here
Kevork Djansezian
as the Academy was spot
Jordan "Juicy J" Houston, left, Paul "D.J. Paul"Beauregard,
on in these four categories center, members of the Memphis rap group Three 6 Mafia, and
this year, as the four win- songwriter Cedric Coleman, pose with the Oscar for best original
ners gave performances song for "It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp" from the motion picture
that carried their respec- "Hustle & Flow" at the 78th Academy Awards
tive films.
Other best picture
This joke got the biggest up scenes with dialogue that is
winners went to "March of the laughs out of the crowd, and unrealistic and out-of-place at
Penguins" (Best Documentary had me rolling in my seat. times, the characters are nothFeature), "Wallace & Gromit:
So another year of Oscars mg more than caricatures of
The Curse of the Were-Rabbit" is over, and they still can't get racial stereotypes, plot points
(Best Animated Feature), and it right. come together in ridiculously
"Tsotsi" won the Best Foreign
"Crash" will no doubt go coincidental ways, and the mere
Language Film award.
down as one of the most over- fact that this kind of movie has
The only other surprise of rated films to ever win best pic- been done many times before.
the night came from the Origi- ture, but that just shows how I can think of six better
nal Song Award, in which the strange the Academy's taste is. films ("Sin City," "A History
academy let out their innerI was reminded of the 1998 of Violence," "The Constant
gangster by giving the award to Oscars when everyone thought Gardener," "The Squid and
can-you-freaking-believe-they- that "Saving Private Ryan" was the Whale," "Match Point,"
now-have-an-Oscar Three Six a lock for Best Picture, and in- and "Walk the Line") this year
Mafia for their song "It's Hard stead the Academy gave it to that were more deserving of a
Out Here for a Pimp" which "Shakespeare in Love." best picture nomination than
was featured in "Hustle and
Of all the five Best Pic- "Crash."
Flow."
ture nominees ("Brokeback
But in my opinion the best
After the song award was Mountain," "Crash," "Capote," film of the year was, handsgiven to the rap group, host "Good Night, and Good Luck" down, "Brokeback Mountain."
Jon Stewart cleverly punned and "Munich"), "Crash" was
Reach Erik McClanahan at
the song's title by saying: "You certainly the weakest film.
EMMc Clan 184 1 @winona.edu
know, I think it just got easier
While it won over many Reporter's Note:
out here for a pimp."
moviegoers' hearts with its
What are your thoughts
The "Daily Show" host fol- gritty depiction of race-related on the Winona 7 movie thelowed up that gem of a com- issues involving several char- atre's film selection? Do you
ment with this insightful re- acters and storylines that span a wish there were more choicmark on Academy voters: "Just couple of days in Los Angeles, es? Better choices? Differfor you folks who are keeping watch it again and notice how ent, less mainstream films?
score at home, Martin Scorse- difficult it is to ignore the film's Please send your comments
se, zero Oscars; Three 6 Mafia, many glaring flaws: the screen- and opinions ASAP to Erik at
on e . "
play is way too preachy—filling EMMcC1an 1 841@winona.edu .
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The Perspective: Warriors are built for success
has no weak links.
They are led by lone senior,
David Zellmann.
Zellmann, who was recently
named the NSIC regular season
MVP and NSIC tournament
MVP, is averaging 18.4 points
a game.
Zellmann's most formidable
weapon is his ability to hit the
three-point shot, but he is more
Scott Swanson
than just a shooter. The guard
Sports Editor
can create off the dribble and
is not afraid to drive to the basIf you didn't make it to Mc- ket.
There isn't much of a dropCown Gymnasium last weekend to support the Winona State off after Zellmann.
Center John Smith and point
men's basketball team, shame
guard Zach Malvik joined Zellon you.
After another successful mann on the NSIC All-Conferweekend, the Warriors haven't ence first team this season.
Smith, a 6-foot-8 sophomore
lost a game since January 7.
In that time, Winona State out of Johnsburg, Ill. dominates
has improved tremendously, the low post on offense and deand has garnered national at- fense.
Smith is having a breakout
tention at the same time. Winona State has slowly climbed season, averaging 16.5 points,
the Division II national coaches 9.4 rebounds and 3.3 blocks per
poll in the last couple months, game. This past week, he had
topping out at No. 6 in the spectacular dunk after spectular
dunk, including a one-handed
country last week.
The high accolades are no alley-oop finish from a Zach
Malvik pass. Each of Smith's
fluke.
The Warriors sport one of slam dunks brought the crowd
the best, if not the best, starting to its feet.
Malvik, a junior, led the
fives in the nation. The group
NSIC in
assists, but
his game
extends beyond passing the ball.
Malvik
gives the
Warriors
another
threat from
beyond the
3-point arc.
The Holmen, Wis.
native hits
about 40
percent
from 3point range
Malvik
also utilizes his speed
on the fast
break. He's
Doug Sundin/WINONAN great in the
Winona State's Jonte Flowers (21) and David
open floor
Zellmann celebrate together.
and at fin-
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ishing near the basket.
to reach the
Rounding out the starting Elite Eight.
five are former high school
Here's how
teammates, Jonte Flowers and the Division II
Quincy Henderson.
national tourHenderson, a junior, is in his nament works
first year with the Warriors af- (it's similar to
ter transferring from Division I the Division I
Creighton. •
tournament, but
His presence has been felt on not the same).
both ends of the floor. HenderThe Divison is a ball-hawk on defense sion II tournaand provides another threat ment features
from behind the arc on offense. a field of 64
Henderson leads Winona teams, just
State in 3-point percentage, like Division
nailing 54 percent of his at- I. But, instead
tempts. He was also recently of having four
named NSIC newcomer of the regions with 16
year.
seeded teams,
Flowers is as crucial to the the D-2 tournaWarriors as anyone. The soph- ment contains
omore out of Cottage Grove, eight regions
Wis. was recently named the with eight
NSIC defensive player of the seeded teams.
year for the second consecu- In other words,
tive season, and he also has a rather than having four No. 1
scorer's mentality.
Flowers has the potential to seeds, the Dbecome a real superstar, and he 2 tourney has
displayed it in the NSIC tour- eight.
nament championship game
Other than
against Northern State Sunday. that, the tourFlowers scored 27 points, con- nament is very
necting on 5-of-7 shots from similar—com3-point land. He also had five plete with a
steals, five rebounds, three Sweet 16, Elite
blocks and three assists.
Eight and Final
Not only did Flowers have Four (last year, the Warriors
perhaps the biggest game of his reached the second round of the
Winona- State career, he did it tournament).
in what was arguably the WarWinona State will put its
riors' biggest game of the sea- 16-game win streak on the line
son up to that point.
when it opens the NCAA tourIf the Warriors hope to make nament this Saturday against
a postseason run, they will rely No. 8-seeded South Dakota.
heavily on their bench. AlCoincedentally, South Dathough the reserves haven't put kota is the team that ousted Wiup the most impressive num- nona State from last year's nabers, they have proved again tional tournament in the second
and again that they have some- round. The only difference was
thing that doesn't show up in that last season Winona State
the box scores—heart.
was a No. 7 seed and South DaCurtrel Robinson, Travis kota was No. 3.
Whipple, Ryan Gargaro and Joe
The two teams have not met
Ingvalson are part of a group this year, but if last weekend
that give 100 percent every mo- was any indication, expect the
ment they play.
Warriors to extend the streak to
The Warriors are one year re- 17.
moved from winning their first
Winona
State
cruised
NCAA Division II tournament through the NSIC tournament,
game. This year, Winona State making sure that none of the
is the No. 1 seed in the North three games was close.
Central Region and is favored
The Warriors won the three

games by 29, 17 and 13, respectively.
That being said, South Dakota comes into the contest
with a little streak of their own. •
The Coyotes are winners of five
straight and are also coming
off a first place finish in their
conference tournament (North
Central Conference).
Winona State will have to
continue to bring their 'A' game
against South Dakota.
If the Warriors defeat South
Dakota, they will face the winner of No. 4 Minnesota-Mankato and No. 5 Nebraska-Kearney
on Sunday, March 12.
Ladies and gentlemen, Winona State has the talent and
the potential to make a run at
the NCAA Division II national
championship, so buckle up
and get ready for a ride.
Reach
Scott
at
SDSwanso3092@winona.edu

Baseball preview: Warriors will rely on pitching
Warriors fall in
first two games
of season, other
is rained out
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
For all its subtle complexities, baseball is unmatched in
its simplicity. Hit, throw and
catch. High-score wins.
The success of the Winona
State University baseball team
hinges mainly on their ability to
throw, more specifically, pitch.

"Pitching is the key for any
baseball team," said Warrior's
head coach Kyle Poock. "We'll
go as far as our pitching carries
us."
The Warriors pitching staff
is led by a pair of right-handed
seniors, Josh Schultz and Jade
Boettcher.
Schultz, a two-time all-conference selection, was tabbed a
"pitcher to watch" in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference preseason poll. Last
season, the fourth-year starter
led the Warriors in wins, strikeouts, innings pitched and starts.
Boettcher finished third in each
of the same four categories.
Poock
said junior
Dan Burch
was the early
candidate to
pitch in the
third spot of
the Warriors
5-man pitching rotation,
but added that
outside of
Schultz and
Boettcher, the

starting rotation was largely
undecided.
Offensively, Poock said his
team could see a drop in production from last season. The
Warriors graduated their top
three players in homeruns and
runs scored, in addition to four
of their top five RBI leaders
from last season.
Despite the key player departures, Poock said the Warriors will benefit from the experience of returning players
and will have a strong group of
seniors to lead the way.
"The guys from last year are
older and more experienced,"
Poock said. "We're looking
real good."
Along with seniors' Schultz
and Boettcher, who will guide
the pitching staff, Poock said
senior shortstop Reggie Stevens, senior outfielder Joe Magee and senior outfielder Josh
Maggert will provide leadership for the positional players.
"Those will be our top guys
both on offense and defense,"
Poock said.
Stevens, a career .340 hitter,
is coming off an outstanding

2005 season in which he batted .356 with six homeruns and
33 RBI. The senior received
all-conference first team, NSIC
all-tournament team, and allregion second team honors.
Stevens was also one of seven
"players to watch" in the NSIC
preseason poll.
Magee is also coming off of
a strong 2005 season. The senior batted .325 and drove in 55
runs, producing from the middle of the Warriors line-up.
Maggert was a medical redshirt in 2005, but carries high
expectations based on past performances. In his three year
career at Winona State prior to
the 2005 season, Maggert batted .346 with 108 runs scored,
and 43 stolen bases.
The preseason NSIC coaches poll pegged the Warriors
to finish third. Concordia-St.
Paul, only one point up on the
Warriors in the poll, was picked
to finish second. Three-time
defending NSIC champion,
Wayne State, was voted the
conference favorite.
"We'll be chasing Wayne
State," Poock said, "but any one

of the top four teams [Wayne
State, Concordia-St. Paul, Winona State, and Southwest Minnesota State] could take it."
The Warriors began the
regular season March 3 in Warrensburg, MO. The road trip
was to include three games in
consecutive days versus Fort
Hays State (KS), MinnesotaDuluth and Central Missouri
State, respectively. The Warriors dropped two and had the
UM-Duluth game rained out.
It was the first full-on game
for the Warriors since tryouts
back in early fall. Although
the Warriors practiced for six
weeks immediately following
tryouts, and resumed practice
Jan. 12, they were only able to
sparingly practice outdoors due
to weather. Going into Missouri the Warriors had yet to
even touch a baseball field for
about six months.
The Warriors play next
March 12 in Fort Myers, Fla.,
where they are scheduled for
five games. After Florida, the
Warriors are scheduled to play
their home-opener March 25
against Bemidji State.

Men's tennis wins two more

Wins include
an impressive
defeat of No. 5
Truman State

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Winona State senior Jon Gould smacks a
backhand. Gould has been playing No. 4
singles and No. 3 doubles for the Warriors.

TOPEKA, Kan.—The Winona State men's tennis team
defeated the No. 5 team in the
region, Truman State, 5-3 over
the weekend during a road trip
to Topeka, Kan.
Coming up with singles wins
in the match was sophomore
Gage Davidson, Jon Gould and
Kyle Savelkoul. The Warriors
also took two of three doubles
matches.
In the three other team
matches, No. 1 singles player
Davidson won two, improving
his singles record on the season
to 8-2.
Against Truman, Davidson
defeated Tyler Wood of Tru-

las Baptist (Tex.), Metro State (Co.) and
man State 6-4, 6-4.
Gould beat Sean Cooper 6-4, 6-2 Colorado-Pueblo.
at No. 4 singles and Kyle Savelkoul
claimed another Winona State win,
beating Cody Pusaten 6-3, 6-2 at No. 6
singles.
In doubles, Davidson teamed with senior Josh Malwitz for an 8-5 win while
Gould teamed with junior Ryan Zilka
for an 8-0 crushing.
The win was even bigger for the Warriors considering that just one day earlier, they had dropped a pair of matches
to Washburn (Kan.) and Northwest Missouri State.
The Warriors (9-3) fell to Washburn
6-3 and were swept 9-0 by NWMS.
Winona State finished the road trip
with a 7-2 victory of Emporia State on
Sunday.
Next up for the Warriors is another
road trip, this time over spring break,
featuring five matches.
Winona State will stop in Nebraska
for a match with Nebraska-Kearney before heading to Colorado for matches
with Colorado-Colorado Springs, Dal-

Faber breaks another Winona State record
King qualifies
for spot in
national meet
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
Winona State University
senior Deidra Faber broke the
school's all-time record in the
800-meter run Saturday, March
4 at the NCAA Qualifier in
Ames, Iowa.
Faber finished in 19th place
with a time of 2:16.40, which
broke a record that she already
held.
She competed against many
Division I athletes in the event.

Winona State coach Mason Rebarchek said the NCAA
Qualifier was
mostly
for Division I
and Division
III athletes to
qualify
for their
Faber
national
championship.
"This was just another race
for Deidra to run in," said Rebarchek, who is fresh off being
named the NSIC indoor track
and field coach of the year for

Minnesota
Army National Guard
YOU CAN

the second straight season.
"It's nice winning coach of
the year, but I think its more of
a reflection on the competitiveness of our girls and how good
our assistants are as well," said
Rebarchek.
Throughout the season, five
Warrior athletes have provisionally qualified for the Division II NCAA National Meet.
However, junior Emily King
was the only Warrior to make
the final cut for the meet.
King qualified in the
weight throw with a toss of
18.69 meters, which currently stands as the second
best score in Division II.
King made this throw during the NSIC champion-

Up to a
$10,000
Enlistment
Bonus
If you qualify

ship two weeks ago in Bemidji,
Minn.
The NCAA national meet
will be held in Boston, Mass.
March 10-11.
King is one of three Winona
State track athletes to compete
in the Division II national meet
since it began in 1988.
Past Winona State athletes
that competed include Tracy
Knippel who competed in the
triple jump at the 2004 indoor

The Week in
Warrior Athletics
A glance back at the week that was,
and a peek at the week ahead
MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

(26-4, 13-1; 1st in NSIC)
Wed., March 1: Win, 8859 vs. Minnesota-Crookston
Sat., March 4: Win, 75-58
vs. Southwest State
Sun., March 5: Win, 93-80
vs. Northern State
UPCOMING GAMES:
Sat., March 11 vs. South
Dakota (First round of NCAA
tournament)

(10-18, 3-11; Tied-7th in NSIC)
Wed., March 1: Loss, 92-76
at Northern State
UPCOMING GAMES:
2005-06 season is complete

MENS TENNIS (9 3)
-

Fri., March 3: Loss, 6-3
vs. Washburn; Loss, 9-0 vs.
Northwest Missouri State
Sat., March 4: Win, 5-3 vs.
Truman State
Sun., March 5: Win, 7-2 vs.
Emporia State
(All four played in Topeka,
Kan.)
UPCOMING MATCHES:
Five matches over spring
break; at Nebraska-Kearney,
Colorado Springs, Dallas Baptist, Metro State, ColoradoPueblo

WOMENS TENNIS (5 4)
-

R EDUCATI
Tuition costs shouldn't stop you from reaching your goals in life. By joining the Army
National Guard, you'll receive the money you need to help pay for college as well as
the skills and training you need to get the career you want. If you're looking to get
through college, with the Army National Guard, you can!
1-800G0GU
-
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championships and Faber, who
competed in the 400-meter hurdles at the 2005 outdoor championships.
Faber became an All-American after she placed fourth at
the national meet.
Next up for the Warriors is
the start of the outdoor season
with the Viking Olympics in
Rock Island, Ill. on April 1.
Reach
Adam
at
AJStanek7497@winona.edu

Fri., March 3: Loss, 8-1 vs.
Northwest Missouri State
Sat., March 4: Loss, 7-2 vs.
Truman State
Sun., March 5: Loss, 8-1
vs. Emporia State
(All three played in Topeka,
Kan.)
UPCOMING MATCHES:
Sun., March 12 vs. Augustana (S.D.)

BASEBALL (0 2)
-

Fri., March 3: Loss, 10-2 vs.
Fort Hayes State
Sun., March 5: Loss, 8-2 vs.
Central Missouri State
(Both games played in Mo.)
UPCOMING GAMES:
Five doubleheaders in Fort
Meyers, Fla. over spring break
vs. Mansfield (Penn.), West
Liberty State (W.V.), Wayne
State, East Stroudsberg (Penn.),
Indiana (Penn.)

GYMNASTICS
Fri., March 3: Placed sixth at
WIAC Championships/NCGA
Regionals at Oshkosh, Wis. with
a total of 178.375 points
NEXT MEET:
2005-06 team season is
complete

SOFTBALL (3 1)
-

UPCOMING GAMES:
Sun., March 12 vs. Bentley,
Mass.; vs. Teikyo-Post, Conn.
INDOOR TRACK
Sat. March 4: Faber takes
19th in 800-meter dash in
NCAA Qualifier in Ames, Iowa
NEXT MEET: Fri./Sat.
March 10-11: Emily King in
weight throw in NCAA National
Meet in Boston, Mass.

Warriors win NSIC tourney, secure No. 1 seed

Winona State set
to open NCAA
tournament this
Saturday against
South Dakota
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN

Ask anyone from the
Winona State University
men's basketball team for their
approach to the season and
you're likely to hear the same
modest response. Simply put—
"One game at a time."
"Whatever the next game
is, that's what we focus on,"
sophomore center John Smith
said .
"One game at a time."
sophomore forward Jonte
Flowers said. "That's been our
focus all year."
The No. 6 Warriors (26-4)
have patiently put together an
amazing
season.
Last
Sunday,
just one
week
removed
from
clinching
t h e
Zellmann
regular
season
conference title, the Warriors
won the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
postseason tournament.
The five-day conference
tournament was only the
beginning of what the Warriors
hope will be a long and
successful postseason run.
Just hours after cutting
down the nets in McCown
Gymnasium as the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
tournament champions, the
Warriors were awarded a No.
1 seed in the upcoming NCAA
Division II national tournament,
and will host the North Central
Regional (March 11-14).
The Warriors will open play
in the national tournament
March 11 against No. 8 seed
South Dakota (20-9).

Hosting the regional is
both an accomplishment and
a decided advantage for the
Warriors. Winona State heads
into the North Central Regional
with 16-1 home record on the
year.
"It's always nice to play at
home," Flowers said. "You have
a routine (for home games),
and you can sleep in your own
bed."
The Warriors earned the
privilege of hosting the regional
tournament largely through
winning the NSIC tournament.
The conference tournament
also provided the Warriors
with valuable - postseason
experience.
After coasting to blowout
victories on short rest over
Minnesota-Crookston and
Southwest Minnesota State,
the Warriors geared up for the
finals showdown with twotime defending tournament
champion Northern State.
The No. 14 Wolves (255) had won eight straight
conference tournament games
and eliminated the Warriors
from the conference tournament
in each of the previous two
seasons.
It looked as if the Wolves
would eliminate the Warriors
for a third straight season, as
the Wolves led 13-6 early on.
Undaunted, the Warriors
charged back. Led by the
all-around effort of Flowers,
hot shooting of senior guard
David Zellmann and uptempo transition offense of
junior guard Zach Malvik, the
Warriors ended the first half on
a 14-3 run to lead 47-33.
The Wolves made a game of
it in the second half and closed
to within three of the Warriors
with a little over 11:00 to go,
but the Wolves would get no
closer, and the Warriors. went
on to a decisive 93-80 victory.
Flowers and Smith led the way
for the Warriors in the second
half. Flowers provided energy
and hustle all game and Smith
established a strong presence in
the paint in the second half
Flowers finished with a
team-high 27 points. Zellmann
scored 23 points. Smith tallied

a double-double with 16 points
and 10 rebounds, while Malvik
rounded out the Warriors in
double-figure scoring with 15
points.
Zellmann was named
tournament MVP and joined
Flowers and Smith on the AllTournament team.
Immediately following the
victory, the Warriors were
already anxious for more.
"It's nice to accomplish
another one of our goals,"
Smith said, "but we're not
finished yet."'
"Our goal is to win it all,"
Flowers said.
The Warriors are entitled
to their lofty expectations,
and each opposing coach
the Warriors defeated in the
conference tournament echoed
these sentiments.
"We knew going into Winona
would be a struggle," UMCrookston -coach Jeff Oseth
said. "They pass and catch the
ball better than anyone in the
league. They have so many
weapons."
"Their top five guys can
compete with anyone in the
country," SMSU coach Greg
Steman said.
"They have great players,"
NSU coach Don Meyer said.
"They
<?' ,gorrNs,
tr play
very well
together,
and they
play with
a lot of
energy.
They're
a great
team."
The
NSIC
tournament title and national
tournament No. 1 seed were the
most recent accomplishments
for the Warriors, but their
success extends much further.
Aside from winning the
regular season conference title
outright back in February, and
later the conference tournament,
the Warriors swept the NSIC
regular season individual
honors. All five of Warrior
starters received awards.
Zellmann was named NSIC

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Winona State sophomore Jonte Flowers goes for a reverse
layup during Saturday's game against Southwest State.

MVP. Flowers was namedNSIC
Defensive Player of the Year for
the second straight year. Junior
forward Quincy Henderson was
named NSIC Newcomer of the
Year. Zellmann, Malvik and
Smith were selected to the AllConference first team. Head
coach Mike Leaf repeated as
NSIC Coach of the Year.
In addition, the Warriors
now hold the school record for
wins in a season. In defeating
Southwest Minnesota State for
their 25th win of the season
in the conference tournament
semifinals, the Warriors broke
the previous record of 24 set
last year.
The Warriors are sure to
face top-notch competition

in their quest for a national
championship and nothing will
come easy. The Warriors won't
be phased.
"We've been doing this
tourney thing for the whole
second half of the season,"
Leaf said. "Everyone's going to
bring their best every night, so
we have to bring our best every
night."
And don't expect a change in
philosophy or game-planning.
The Warriors have already
found their key to success. And
as the saying goes: if it's not
broke, don't fix it.
"One game at a time," Leaf
said. "That's the only way you
can do it."
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Warriors fall in tourne
Young team will
return everyone
for the 2006-07
season and bring
in three recruits
John Huggenvik
WINONAN
The Winona State University women's basketball team
didn't get all they had hoped
for in the 2005-06 season, but
after the road the Warriors traveled, it was time for a well-deserved rest.
The Warriors bowed out of
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference championship tournament early, falling
to Northern State 92-76 in the
first round.
Winona State couldn't keep
pace with Northern State's runand-gun style after losing starting post player Leslie Ross to
injury and Amanda Reimer
to foul trouble in the opening
minutes of the game.
"With Leslie already out and
Amanda sitting because of her
second foul, we were forced
to play 12 minutes with two
freshmen," Winona State coach
Scott Ballard said. "They do a
good job together for a short
period of time but after a while,
Northern State started attacking
and shoving it down our throat
and we let them.
"We got into a game where
no one was really stopping anyone it was just a matter of going
up and down the floor and trying to score more points and we
really need to try and stay away
from that kind of basketball."
The loss put Winona State's

final record at 10-18 for the
year, 3-11 in the NSIC.
"Our whole team got a lot
better on both sides of the
basketball and with the way
we played against some good
teams the second time around
we are very pleased with some
of the strides we have taken,"
Ballard said. "I have to give a
lot of credit to their competitive nature, we could have easily rolled over and lain down
after the first half of the conference schedule we had, but we
didn't.
"We had to change our goals
a little bit after we lost out in the
first half and focus on getting
better at a couple phases of the
game each night and play each
team better than we played them
the first time. It was a matter of
a lot of
young
people
learning to
believe
in themselves
and the
system."
Ross
Ross
garnered NSIC All-Conference
honorable mention for her season in which she finished 25th
in the conference in scoring
average, 11.6 points per game,
and fourth in rebounds per
game (7.3).
Liz Buttke was eighth in the
conference in scoring (13.9
points per game) and third in
steals. Shelby Krueger finished
fourth in assists per game (4.5)
and Reimer third in free throw
percentage (78.8).
"We don't talk much about
individual honors," Ballard

e es next season

said. "We talk
more in terms
of victories and
losses because
that is about the
team."
of
Because
the shortage in
upperclassmen
on the Warriors
roster, Ballard
and the rest of
the Winona State
coaching staff
will be looking to
the same group
of players to continue the building process next
year, with a few
new additions.
The Warriors
had three early
commitments
this season, Bonnie Bjorke a 6foot guard from
Fountain City,
Wis., Ana Wurtz
a 5-8 guard
from Brandon,
Wis., and Callie
Mansour a 5-11
guard/forward
from Burnsville,
Minn.
three
"The
Doug SundinfWINONAN
young ladies that Winona State forward Amanda Reimer drives to the hoop against Wayne
we signed in will State. The Warriors lost by one point to the NSIC champions.
give us some
more size and
speed, especially at the 2, 3 and back, there isn't a specific for- people that could shoot the ball,
4 spots," Ballard said. "This mula for improvement, but Bal- it was that our shot selection
spring we are going to go after lard does have ideas where each wasn't as good as it could have
been. Other than that, I would
one more point guard and an- can improve in the offseason.
"It varies from one individ- like to see all the ladies work
other post player, but we want
to keep the freshmen class size ual to another. As a team we on their defensive game and
down. Other than that, we are felt that there was a glaring dif- come back well-rounded baslooking to focus on some trans- ference in shooting percentage ketball players."
Reach
John
at
fers both from Division I and and a lot of it had to do with our
JAHuggen4108@winona.edu
lack of patience," Ballard said.
junior colleges."
For the Warriors coming "It wasn't that we didn't have
•
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"AS LONG AS WE HAVE A DESIGNATED SMOKING LOUNGE, IT SHOULDN'T BE A PROBLE/V1, - Paul von Hindenburg

"SURE, HE'S
A BIT
TEMPERAMENTAL.
BUT I'LL BE
QUEEN!"

KATHERINE HOWARD Fifth Wife of Now- ViU

'I'LL QUIT SMOKING WHEN I GRADUATE."
- Lifelong Smoker

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT
MOST STUDENTS WHO
SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING
AFTER COLLEGE CAN'T.
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